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INTRODUCTION 
Bloomberg Vault for Files is an AppExchange application that archives 
all file-related metadata and activity and transmits this data to the 
Bloomberg Vault (BVault) compliance and eDiscovery platform. All 
file-related traffic is captured: 
 File metadata — all available metadata for each of the file repositories 

within salesforce.com: 
o Salesforce CRM Content 
o Chatter Files 
o Attachments 
o Documents 

 File activity — All available file-related activity, including 
o Content versioning 
o Attachment and Document uploads 
o File sharing (e.g., via Chatter) and file views where available 

The Bloomberg Vault for Files admin interface allows an administrator to 
 Manage file activity capture and notification 
 Control the frequency of updates to BVault 
 Track file storage and activity statistics over time 

This Administrator’s Guide covers package installation, initial (one-time) 
configuration and ongoing configuration/administration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PACKAGE INSTALLATION 
PRE-INSTALLATION REQUIREMENT 
For this package to install correctly, Salesforce CRM Content must be enabled in your organization. 

 

INSTALLATION STEPS 
To install Bloomberg Vault for Files, follow the steps below: 

1. Bloomberg Vault for Files can be downloaded and installed from the AppExchange at this address: 
https://login.salesforce.com/packaging/installPackage.apexp?p0=04t61000000Tsyf 

2. You will be prompted to ensure that you are a system administrator in the environment in which you want to 
install Bloomberg Vault for Files. 

3. Step 1 lets you choose the appropriate security level. Select Install for Admins Only (selected by default) and 
click Install. 

 

https://login.salesforce.com/packaging/installPackage.apexp?p0=04t61000000Tsyf


 

 

4. This screen will be displayed while installation is completing. 
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5. Installation can take several minutes. If installation is delayed, Salesforce may display an indication that you 
will receive an email when installation is complete. 

 

In this case, click Done. In a few minutes, you will receive an email indicating that installation is complete. 

 

Once you have received the confirmation email, you may proceed with the Initial (One-Time) Configuration steps 
described below. 

6. If installation is NOT delayed, you will see the “Install Complete” page indicating a successful install. Click 
Done to complete installation process. To configure and initialize Bloomberg Vault for Files, follow the Initial 
(One-Time) Configuration steps described below. 

 



 

 

 

NOTE: Bloomberg Vault for Files will NOT begin capturing file activity nor will it accept inbound requests from any 
Bloomberg Agent until you complete all of the steps outlined below in Initial (One-Time) Configuration. 

 



 

INITIAL (ONE-TIME) CONFIGURATION 
NOTE: This is a one-time process. If Scan and Archive Status (in the Status and Stats sub-tab of the Vault 
Admin tab) displays Not Yet Initialized, perform the following steps. Otherwise, skip this section and proceed to 
the Vault Admin Tab section. 

Bloomberg Vault for Files is a compliance solution designed to work with the Bloomberg Vault (BVault) 
compliance and eDiscovery platform. There are five (5) one-time steps required to configure and initialize 
Bloomberg Vault for Files: 

1. Create a user login for use by the Bloomberg Agent who will interface with your salesforce.com org. Within this 
document, this user will be referred to as the LSI User. 

2. Give the LSI User access to the Vault Admin tab. 
3. Configure a Connected App for the Bloomberg Agent. 
4. Log into salesforce.com as the LSI User. 
5. Click Start Archiving. 

BLOOMBERG AGENT USER 
Bloomberg Vault for Files exposes a REST API through which a Bloomberg Agent requests file metadata and 
activity for archiving in the Bloomberg Vault. For Bloomberg Vault for Files to accurately capture file metadata 
and track activity, it must be configured using the same login that the Bloomberg Agent uses. This user must be a 
system administrator. 

1. Configure a user, with System Administrator Profile, for use by both Bloomberg Vault for Files and by the 
Bloomberg Agent. See salesforce.com documentation for user creation. Within this document, this user will be 
referred to as the LSI User. 

ADMINISTRATOR ACCESS 
To protect archived data and restrict access to administrative settings, only system administrators with the 
Bloomberg Vault for Files permission set can view the contents of the Vault Admin tab. To assign the 
Bloomberg Vault for Files permission to the LSI User, follow these steps: 

1. Under Setup  Manage Users  Users, edit the LSI User’s user detail. Scroll down to the Permission Set 
Assignments section and click Edit Assignments. 

 



 

 

2. Select both Bloomberg Vault for Files in the list on the left; click the right arrow under Add and then click 
Save. 

 

CONNECTED APP 
To allow a Bloomberg Agent to request file metadata and activity, you must configure a Connected App. To do so, 
follow these steps: 

1. Under Setup  Create  Apps, click New under Connected Apps: 

 



 

 

2. Fill in the following details: 
a. Connected App Name: Bloomberg Vault for Files 

Note: When you tab away from the Connected App Name field, the API Name field will automatically 
populate. 

b. Contact Email: Specify an email address for any Connected App-related notifications. 
c. Click the Enable OAuth Settings Checkbox 

Note: When you do so, additional fields will be displayed below the checkbox. 
d. Callback URL: Bloomberg will supply the URL for this field. 
e. Selected OAuth Scopes: 

i. Click on Full access (full) in the left list 
ii. Click the Add button 

f. Click the Save button to save the Connected App. 

 



 

 

Refer to salesforce.com documentation for full details on Connected Apps.  

LOG IN AS LSI USER 
All subsequent configuration steps must be done while logged in as the same user that will be used by the 
Bloomberg Agent: 

1. Log out, and then log back in as the LSI User. 

START ARCHIVING 
1. Log in as the LSI User. To reiterate, configuration MUST be done as the LSI User for Bloomberg Vault for 

Files to operate correctly. 
2. From the drop-down menu in the upper right, select the Bloomberg Vault for Files app: 
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3. Click on the Vault Admin tab. 

NOTE: If the LSI User has NOT been assigned the Bloomberg Vault Admin permission set, you will not be able to 
view any data in the Vault Admin tab or otherwise administer the app: 

 

Otherwise, you will see the following screen: 

 
 

NOTE: If you click on the Vault Admin tab or any of its sub-tabs and any errors or exceptions are displayed, you 
have not granted the LSI User the Bloomberg Vault Admin permission set. Perform the steps outlined in the 
Administrator Access section of this document before proceeding. Once you have done so, return to and refresh the 
Vault Admin tab and continue with these instructions. 

4. Click Start Archiving to begin file metadata and activity archiving. This will initialize the process of locally 
archiving file activity traffic and accepting inbound requests from a Bloomberg Agent for file metadata and 
activity. You will see a confirmation message and all status indicators will be set to Active: 



 

 

Congratulations! You have now enabled file metadata and activity archiving with Bloomberg Vault for Files. You 
can now use the Vault Admin UI to configure optional settings, as documented below. 
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VAULT ADMIN TAB 
All configuration and administration for the Bloomberg Vault for Files application is performed within the Vault 
Admin tab. This tab has three sub-tabs: 

1. Status and Stats — Here, you can see the current status of file metadata and activity archiving, pause and 
resume archiving and view summary and detailed archiving statistics. 

2. Admin Settings — In this sub-tab, you can configure settings for data cleanup, enable notification and 
configure thresholds for daily limits. 

3. Audit/Error Logs — This sub-tab lets you view, search, filter and export audit and error logs. 

STATUS AND STATS 
This sub-tab allows you to monitor and control overall operation of the Bloomberg Vault for Files application. 

SCAN AND ARCHIVE STATUS 

The Status and Stats tab shows, at the very top, the current scan and archive status for four activities: 

1. Activity Capture Status — This indicates whether file activity (uploading new versions, downloads, etc.) is 
being captured. 

2. Request Status — This indicates if the app is accepting incoming requests from Bloomberg Agents. 
3. Cache Cleanup Status — This indicates whether jobs are scheduled to periodically clean up locally cached 

application data. 
4. Content Library Logging Status — This indicates whether jobs are scheduled to track and to periodically 

notify administrators of Content Libraries that are not able to be monitored. 

The status for each of these activities will be set to one of three categories: 

1. Not Yet Initialized — Bloomberg Vault for Files has not yet been fully configured and Start Archiving has 
not yet been clicked. If initial configuration is not complete, then the Start Archiving button will be disabled. 
See Initial (One-Time) Configuration for instructions on initial configuration and initialization. 

 

2. Active — The activity is enabled. When all activities are active, the Pause All Activity button will be enabled 
and the Resume All Activity button disabled. 

 



 

3. Paused — The activity has been suspended. When all activities are paused, the Pause All Activity button will 
be disabled and the Resume All Activity button enabled. 

 

All activities are typically in the same state, either Active or Paused. It is, however, possible to individually pause or 
resume any individual activity, as described below. 

SCAN AND ARCHIVE TASKS CONTROL 

This section allows you to control app activity, either wholesale or individually. At the top, the Pause All Activity 
and Resume All Activity buttons control all four app activities. These buttons override individual activity settings. 
Pause All Activity will pause each of the four activities, and Resume All Activity will resume each of the four 
activities. 

The table both describes each individual activity and offers Pause and Resume buttons. If an activity is enabled, 
only the Pause button will be enabled. If an activity is paused, only the Resume button will be enabled.  

These buttons allow an administrator to pause Chatter archiving and to resume archiving after it has been paused. 
The four granular activities are as follows: 

1. Attachments Activity — Unlike Content, Salesforce Attachments do not support versioning, so Bloomberg 
Vault for Files captures Attachments activity (uploading a new copy of an Attachment, changing its name, 
etc.) as it occurs. If Attachments Activity is Paused, Bloomberg Vault for Files will NOT capture 
Attachments activity. 

2. Library Detection — A technical limitation within salesforce.com allows users to create Content Libraries that 
cannot be seen or monitored via the salesforce.com API. To accommodate this limitation, Bloomberg Vault 
for Files detects creation of hidden Content Libraries. If configured to do so, Bloomberg Vault for Files can 
notify an administrator that such hidden Content Libraries exist. If Library Detection is Paused, Bloomberg 
Vault for Files will NOT detect and notify administrators about hidden Content Libraries. 

3. Inbound Requests — Bloomberg Vault for Files exposes a REST API that allows Bloomberg Vault to 
retrieve file activity and metadata captured by Bloomberg Vault for Files. If Inbound Requests are Paused, 
Bloomberg Vault will NOT be able to retrieve file activity or metadata. 

4. Auto Cache Cleanup — Bloomberg Vault for Files schedules regular jobs to delete cached metadata 
collected through the ongoing archive process. If Auto Cache Cleanup is Paused, cache deletion jobs will 
NOT run. 

To pause any individual activity, click the Pause button in the rightmost column of the table. To resume any activity, 
click the Resume button corresponding to that activity. If an activity is paused, only the Resume button will be 
enabled and vice versa. 



 

 

ORG STORAGE AND ACTIVITY STATUS 

This section displays statistics on both data and file storage in your salesforce.com org. This data is independent of 
the Bloomberg Vault for Files application and is provided here as a convenience. The pie chart shows the 
following: 

 Available File Storage — The amount of file storage available in your org before you reach the limits that 
salesforce.com sets. 

 Attachments — The amount (in MB or GB) of space all of the Attachments in your org consume. 
 Content — The amount (in MB or GB) of space all of the Salesforce CRM Content files in your org consume. 
 Documents — The amount (in MB or GB) of space all of the Documents in your org consume. 

You can mouse over the wedges in the pie chart to see the amount of storage consumed by any of these 
repositories. 

 

 

          



 

BLOOMBERG VAULT FOR FILES ACTIVITY 

NOTE: This section is primarily for use by Bloomberg Support in case connectivity issues arise. This section is 
minimized by default, as it is seldom used. 

Click the triangle next to Bloomberg Vault for Files Activity to open this section. Select a time frame from the 
dropdown to see inbound API requests from Bloomberg Agents for that time period. 

The table is only of use to Bloomberg Support. It shows internal request IDs, timestamps, request level, processing 
status and overall processing time for requests within the selected time frame. 

The pie chart shows these requests bucketed into three categories: 

 Complete — Requests that are fully completed. 
 Incomplete — Requests that are in-process and have not yet completed. 
 Aborted — Requests that were aborted by the Bloomberg Agent. 

 

You can click the See Full Activity Report button to view a report on Bloomberg Vault for Files activity. 
Bloomberg Support may ask you to run this report for troubleshooting purposes. 

CACHE CLEANUP 

During normal operation, Bloomberg Vault for Files caches file metadata and activity to be archived in the 
Bloomberg Vault. If Auto Cache Cleanup is enabled, cached data will be cleaned up once it has been archived. If 
Auto Cache Cleanup is disabled for an extended period of time, significant quantities of cached data can 
accumulate. 

This section shows statistics on the current volume of cached data as it relates to overall data storage in your org. 
The pie chart below shows the following: 

 Available Data Storage — The amount of data storage available in your org before you reach the limits that 
salesforce.com sets. 

 Cached Metadata — The amount (in MB or GB) of space that metadata and activity cached by Bloomberg 
Vault for Files has consumed. 

 Salesforce Data — The amount (in MB or GB) of space that all of the other data in your org consumes. 
You can force Bloomberg Vault for Files to clean up cached data by clicking the Cleanup Now button. This will 
schedule a job to perform cache cleanup. 

NOTE: Cleanup will not be immediate. Cleanup is done via a scheduled job that can take time to run. 

NOTE: Only metadata and activity that has already been archived in the Bloomberg Vault will be cleaned up. Data 
that has not yet been archived will be retained until after it has been archived. 



 

 

ADMIN SETTINGS 
This sub-tab allows you to configure settings for cache cleanup, Content Library notification and daily limits 
management. 

METADATA DELETE SETTINGS 

As described above, Bloomberg Vault for Files automatically cleans up cached metadata and activity once it has 
been archived in the Bloomberg Vault. Cleanup is done periodically by a series of scheduled jobs. By default, 
these jobs are scheduled to run daily. You can change the frequency of those scheduled jobs: 

1. Navigate to the Admin Settings sub-tab of the Vault Admin tab. 
2. Click the Edit button. 
3. In the Metadata Delete Settings section, set the Delete Local Cache After radio button to the desired 

frequency. 
4. Click the Save button. 

 

 

          



 

CONTENT LIBRARY LOG NOTIFICATION 

As described above, a technical limitation within salesforce.com allows users to create Content Libraries that 
cannot be seen or monitored via the salesforce.com API. To accommodate this limitation, Bloomberg Vault for 
Files detects creation of hidden Content Libraries. If configured to do so, Bloomberg Vault for Files can notify an 
administrator that such hidden Content Libraries exist. 

To enable Content Library notification, you must both enable this feature and provide an email address for 
notifications: 

1. Navigate to the Admin Settings sub-tab of the Vault Admin tab. 
2. Click the Edit button. 
3. In the Content Library Log Notification section, check the Enable Content Library Log Notification 

checkbox. 
4. Enter an email address into the Library Log Notification Email field. 
5. Click the Save button. 

 

To see a full report on Workspace Visibility—Content Libraries that are both visible and invisible to the LSI User—
click the See Full Workspace Visibility Report button. 

The pie chart above shows Content Libraries that are visible and invisible to the LSI User. Content Libraries that are 
not visible to the LSI User are bucketed into three categories: 

 Hidden less than 1 week 
 Hidden less than 1 month 
 Hidden more than 1 month 

DAILY LIMITS 

Salesforce sets limits on a number of system parameters, including API calls and scheduled jobs. These limits are 
shared across all applications running in your org. The Bloomberg Vault for Files app goes beyond that and gives 
you the ability to set app-specific limits on batch executions and API requests. 

Salesforce currently only exposes limits information through its REST API, so to enable daily limits enforcement, 
you will need to do the following: 

1. Enable Daily Limits Enforcement for Bloomberg Vault for Files. 
2. Configure a Daily Limits API User 

a. Provide login credentials for Bloomberg Vault for Files to use when calling the Limits API. 
b. Provide a Connected App consumer key and secret (again, for calling the Limits API). 

3. Configure Remote Site Settings to allow Bloomberg Vault for Files to make calls out to the Salesforce Limits 
API. 

To begin the process, go to the Admin Settings sub-tab of the Vault Admin tab and click the Edit button. 

Enable Daily Limits Enforcement 



 

In the Daily Limits section, check the Enable Daily Limits Enforcement checkbox. 

 

Daily Limits API User 

In the Daily Limits API User section, enter two sets of information: 

 Username/password/security token for an administrative login 
 Connected App consumer key and secret 

 

NOTE: Most clients use the same LSI User login credentials for Daily Limits API calls as for all Bloomberg Vault 
for Files configurations. 

To obtain the consumer key and secret for the Connected App you configured earlier: 

1. Under Setup  Create  Apps, find your Connected App in the Connected Apps section near the bottom of 
the page. Click on the name of your Connected App (Bloomberg Vault for Files in the screenshot below). 

 



 

 

2. On the Connected App page, you will find your Consumer Key on the left. On the right, click Click to reveal to 
see your Consumer Secret. Copy each of these into the correct field in the Daily Limits API User section of 
the Admin Settings sub-tab of the Bloomberg Vault for Files app. 
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Remote Sites 

Two Remote Sites are required for Bloomberg Vault for Files to make calls out to the Salesforce Limits API: 

1. https://login.salesforce.com — This lets Bloomberg Vault for Files use the login credentials you have 
provided to authenticate with the Limits API. 

2. https://naXX.salesforce.com — This allows Limits API calls on your Salesforce node. 

NOTE: In #2 above, you must replace “naXX” with the actual name of your node. You can see this in the address 
bar of your browser when logged into your salesforce.com org. In the screenshot below, the node is “na17”, but 
both the characters and the number may differ in your org. 

 

You can create these Remote Sites under Setup  Administration Setup  Security Controls  Remote Sites. 
See Salesforce documentation for further details. 

Alternately, Bloomberg Vault for Files can create these Remote Sites automatically, as described below. 

Saving and Testing 

When you click Save in the Admin Settings sub-tab, Bloomberg Vault for Files will test the login and Connected 
App credentials you’ve provided by logging into the Limits API. When it does so, Bloomberg Vault for Files will 
validate three items: 

1. Login credentials 
2. Connected App consumer key and secret 
3. Remote Site settings 

If any of these items is missing or incorrect, you will receive error messages. For login credentials and Connected 
App consumer key and secret, simply correct the erroneous fields. 

For missing or invalid Remote Sites, you can either create these yourself or Bloomberg Vault for Files can create 
them for you. Since this is a security decision, Bloomberg Vault for Files will display an error message and 
buttons for you to press to create each of the required Remote Sites. 

 

https://login.salesforce.com/
https://naxx.salesforce.com/


 

 

To have Bloomberg Vault for Files create both Remote Sites, first click Create Login Remote Site Setting. 
When the page displays, click Create Host Remote Site Setting. 

Once both Remote Sites are created and all login and Connected App credentials are correct, then you will see a 
confirmation message when you click Save: 

 

DAILY LIMITS THRESHOLDS 

You can now modify daily limits thresholds at any time. Bloomberg Vault for Files uses three parameters: 

1. Daily Batch Execution Limit — Every org can execute a specific number of batch executions in any 24-hour 
period. If your org has fewer than this number of batch executions remaining in the current 24-hour period, 
Bloomberg Vault for Files will not execute any more batch processes in this execution cycle. 

2. Daily Batch Execution Threshold Percentage — If your org is within this percentage of your overall daily 
batch execution limit, Bloomberg Vault for Files will not execute any more batch processes in this execution 
cycle. 

3. Daily API Request Percentage — Every org can accept a specific number of API requests in any 24-hour 
period. If your org within this percentage of your overall inbound API requests for the current 24-hour period, 
Bloomberg Vault for Files will not accept any more inbound calls from Bloomberg Agents until the limit 
threshold once again falls below this percentage. 

To modify these thresholds: 

1. Navigate to the Admin Settings sub-tab of the Vault Admin tab. 
2. Click the Edit button. 
3. In the Daly Limits Thresholds section, move any of the sliders to the new desired value. 
4. Click the Save button. 

 

 

NOTE: If you set any of these thresholds too high, Bloomberg Vault for Files may not be able to function. If other 
applications in your org consume too many system resources and thresholds here are set high, Bloomberg Vault 
for Files may not be able to accept inbound calls from Bloomberg Agents or launch batch processes for file 
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metadata and activity capture and for cache cleanup. 

AUDIT/ERROR LOGS 
As Bloomberg Vault for Files runs, all administrative changes are logged to an app-internal audit log. These 
changes include any settings that an administrator changes through the app’s UI, including pausing and resuming 
archiving activity and changing Admin Settings. Any errors that occur as file metadata and activity are archived are 
also logged. 

You can view, sort, search and report on audit, inclusion/exclusion rule and error logs from the Audit/Error Logs 
sub-tab of the Vault Admin tab. Here, you can select one of the two logs—Audit or Error—and filter, sort, view and 
export log data. 

AUDIT LOG 

 
 
To view auditing logs, select the Admin Logs radio button. Optionally, specify search criteria (up to five [5] filters 
can be specified), then click the Search button and audit logs will be displayed. For each log entry, these fields will 
be shown: 

 Change Date — the date/timestamp for this log entry. 
 Admin Name — the name of the system administrator who made the change being logged. 
 Changed Setting — the administrative setting that was changed (for example, Pause All Activity indicates that 

Bloomberg Vault for Files was paused). 
 Old Value — the previous value of the Changed Setting. 
 New Value — the new value of the Changed Setting. 

Search results will show, at maximum, 2,000 rows of data. If your filter criteria result in more than 2,000 rows of 
data, you can add filter criteria to reduce the result set. Once results are displayed, you can click on the header of 
any column to sort by that column. To reset search results, remove all filters and begin searching again, click the 
Reset button. 

If you want to save search results, filter to get the search results you want and then click the Export to CSV button. 
The current set of search results will be exported to a CSV file on your computer. 

ERROR LOG 

NOTE: Error logs will primarily be useful to Bloomberg Support personnel as they diagnose any issues that arise. 
Error-logging information was not designed to be user-friendly, but rather to assist support personnel when 
troubleshooting. 
 
 



 

 
 
To view error logs, select the Vault Error Logs radio button. Optionally, specify search criteria (up to five [5] filters 
can be specified), then click the Search button and audit logs will be displayed. For each log entry, these fields will 
be shown: 

 Change Date — the date/timestamp for the error. 
 Admin Name — the name of the system administrator whose activity triggered the error. This may simply be the 

admin who last resumed archiving. 
 Error Type — type of error that occurred. 
 Line Number — when available, the line of code on which the error occurred. 
 Error Stack Trace — when available, any trace information that might assist troubleshooting. 
 Error Message — the error message that salesforce.com provided when the error occurred. 

Search results will show, at maximum, 2,000 rows of data. If your filter criteria result in more than 2,000 rows of 
data, you can add filter criteria to reduce the result set. Once results are displayed, you can click on the header of 
any column to sort by that column. To reset search results, remove all filters and begin searching again, click the 
Reset button. 

If you want to save search results, filter to get the search results you want and then click the Export to CSV button. 
The current set of search results will be exported to a CSV file on your computer. 

 

 

bloomberg.com/vault/ 
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